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ABASTRACT

Title of Dissertation: Analysis on Strategies of Liners Against the
Global Financial Crisis

Degree: Master of Science in International Transport and Logistics

Abstract: As the global financial crisis trigger by the U.S. sup-prime crisis has
heavily struck the global economy, it is generally anticipated that the container
shipping demand will be in depression for quite a long period as global economic
entities have been injured, thus there is large surplus in shipping capacity, and
container shipping liners have to try in various measures to lower their total shipping
costs.

This paper mainly makes the discussions on the measures of deceleration, time
chartering , laying up vessels and the VSA, to see whether the strategies are effective
to help liners resist against the global financial crisis.

It consist 6 chapters. Chapter One introduce the background and insiders’ related
analysis result to the issue. Chapter Two makes a general analysis on current
situation of international container shipping market, and offer the basis to following
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discussions. Chapter Three discusses on the strategy of deceleration in voyage based
on the fuel oil consumption theory, and finally reaches the conclusion that strategy of
deceleration has limited effects in lowering the shipping cost, meanwhile the
negative effects of the strategy deserve liners’ attention. Chapter Four discusses on
the liners’ decision among self-running, timer chartering, and laying up vessels based
on the voyage estimation theory, and finally reaches the conclusion that the measure
of laying up part of vessels is the most undesirable decision to liners ,but which
comes to be inevitable under current market situation. Chapter Five focuses on the
discussions about the strategy of VSA based on the scale economy theory of
container shipping and the model of liner shipping capacity allocation, and finally
reaches the conclusion that, as liners have to lay up a large part of vessels under
current situation, the strategy of VSA could help them realize the intention of
upsizing the vessels size on the shipping lines and economize the total shipping costs
as possible. At last, Chapter Six overviews the whole discussions and shows the
suggestion to the issue of this paper.

KEYWORDS:

Global financial crisis, Container shipping liner, Deceleration,
Time charter, Lay up , VSA
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CHAPTER 1

I TRODUCTIO

1.1 Background

The year 2008 is very special to the global shipping market, although the U.S.
subprime mortgage crisis has emerged early in 2007, it didn’t strike the global
economy in large extent till the second half year of 2008. International shipping
market , especially the Dry Bulk market, went through very prosperous spring and
summer, but was heavily punched in the face by the global financial crisis. The
recent global financial crisis ,which was trigged by American Sub-prime Crisis, have
struck all the global economic corners like a violent global hurricane. The crisis,
which was called ‘Pearl Harbor Incident in Economy’ by Warrant Buffet, has
overspread into the real economic entities including the shipping industry. As
contended in one recent report by International Monetary Fund, this new financial
crisis is the most severe one since The Greatest Depression in 1930s ,and the global
real economic entities have been injured.

And as the important part of global shipping industry, international container
shipping market is also not able to avoid the depression under the intense financial
crisis, even though the insiders have make the prediction of imbalance between
shipping supply and demand in earlier time, due to the continuous investment in ship
building in recent years. As it’s generally anticipated that the recession will impact
on the container shipping market for a quit long period, how to adopting the effective
strategies to resist against the depression has become the most urgent issue to all the
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container shipping liners.

1.2 Literature review

Since the second half year of 2008, the periodicals published by the famous
consultancies Drewry and Clarksons, including “Container Insight” by Drewry,
“Container Forecaster” by Drewry, as well as “Container Intelligence Monthly” by
Clarkson have published a lot of discussions on the situation of container shipping
market in the global financial crisis, and both transmitted the signal that the financial
crisis injured the economic entities, and container shipping market came into the
severe imbalance between supply and demand , moreover the situation would
continue for quite a long period. Insiders have made a lot of discussions on the
strategies of liners against the global financial crisis, among which the measures of
deceleration, time chartering or laying up vessels, and VSA strategy are more
focused.

(1) The discussions on the strategy of deceleration.
There have been a lot of articles discussing on the strategy of deceleration as early as
since the end of 20 century. MAO Weibin(1999) classified the shipping speed into
technical speed, average speed, economic speed and profitable speed in his paper,
and suggested that “ when the shipping capacity is far more than shipping demand,
and freight rate is very low, utilize the economic speed will be an effective measure
to meet the situation.” Actually economic speed means the ship is decelerated into a
certain speed to save the fuel oil cost as possible. But MAO Weibin (1999) also
pointed out that “liners, as constrained by the special characteristics of liner shipping,
should not change the shipping speed indiscreetly.” However , as the booming oil
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price in recent years, it was more difficult for liners to afford the fuel oil cost, thus
the voices supporting deceleration in liner shipping became louder and louder. As
ZHANG Rongzhong(2008) thought that it was necessary to lower the shipping speed,
as the booming fuel oil cost and requirement in environment protection. He said in
his paper that “the best way in economizing energy and lowering shipping cost is to
rationalize the liner schedule, what include the measure of deceleration. If the fleet
average shipping speed is lowered 10%, the total shipping cost will less over 25%,
and the carbon oxide emitted in shipping will be far less also.” Obviously under
current situation, most liners have to pursue the lowest shipping cost to meet the
depressed demand, and the deceleration may happen to be one of their decisions as
the effect in saving cost. However, there are also opinions on the negative sides of
deceleration. LI Xiaoguang (2009) thought that the shipping speed of container ships
is related to multi-aspects in shipping techniques, lowering the shipping speed
indiscreetly will be especially harmful to the ship hull. Pierre C.Sames (2008)
considered from another side, and pointed out that if the shipping speed is lower than
normal level, the period of cargoes on the shipping way is extended, what will cause
the capital opportunity lost. Obviously there are pros and cons and on the strategy of
deceleration.

(2) Discussions on the measures of self- running, time chartering or laying up
vessels.
There are far less arguments on the decision among self-running , time chartering and
laying up vessels. Insiders generally agreed that under current market situation of
severe imbalance between supply and demand, laying up part of the vessels would be
the necessary choices to many liners. LIU gang (2009) pointed out that under current
situation, reducing the deficit as possible has become the most important intention of
many liners, thus liners have to adjust the shipping lines and lay up part of the
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vessels to lower the shipping cost. The decisions based on the concepts of shipping
cost, about which, CHEN Feier(2008) made a detailed explanation to the shipping
cost in his paper, it said “ the shipping cost is generally divided into three parts
capital cost, operating coat, and voyage cost. Capital cost is mainly the depreciation
cost, operating cost include maintenance cost, insurance premium, management cost,
manning cost etc. The two parts make up the fixed cost. And the voyage cost is the
variable cost, what including fuel oil cost and costs happening in port.” Besides, the
decision among self- running, time chartering or laying up vessels is closely related
to the Voyage estimation theory. ZHAO Gang (2002) has made a typical voyage
estimation model in his book “International shipping management”, and put forward
a concept of comparative time chartering rate, which is the basis for the discussions
on the decision among self- running, time chartering and laying up vessels

(3) Discussions on the strategy of VSA.
As struck by the global financial crisis, there is sever imbalance between shipping
supply and demand, and laying up part of vessels come to be the necessary choice to
many liners. Laying up vessels will lead to a lot of costs but without freight incoming,
liners have to try ways to lower shipping costs as possible. The VSA strategy is
thereupon coming into sight. The two large VSA strategies reached among the liner
magnates of Maersk ,CMA-CGM, and MSC are most typical ones. LIU Youzhong
(2008) have made several papers to continue in tracking these magnates for the VSA
strategies. He considered that the magnates are creative in utilizing the VSA to
operate large container vessels and meanwhile reach high slot utilization, which
make the liners possible to reduce the total shipping costs. The VSA strategy is
closely related to the theories of scale economy of container shipping and liner
shipping allocation. There have been quite a lot of papers discussing on the theories,
XU Minjie (2007) made a typical model in his paper to discuss the theory of scale
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economy of container shipping, and ZHAO Gang(2002) made a model of liner
shipping allocation in his book “International shipping management” , what are the
basis of discussions on the strategy of VSA in this dissertation.

1.3 The framework and content of this dissertation

This dissertation mainly makes discussions on the strategies of liners against
financial crisis, including strategy of deceleration, timer chartering vessels, laying up
vessels and VSA strategy, which is divided into four major parts:

(1) The first part of the dissertation makes general discussions on the current
situation of international container shipping market based on the figures
published in the periodicals “Container Insight”, “Container Forecaster”, and
“Container Intelligence Monthly” by the famous consultancies Clarksons and
Drewry, for providing the background to following sections of discussions.

(2) The second part of the dissertation makes discussions on the strategy of
deceleration based on the fuel oil consumption theory of container ships, and
analyze on both the advantages and disadvantages of deceleration, accordingly
reach the general conclusion that the strategy of deceleration is limitedly
effective to liners against global financial crisis.

(3) The third part of the dissertation makes discussions on the liners’ decision among
the measures of self-running, time chartering and laying up vessels based on the
voyage estimation theory, and reach the general conclusion that the measure of
time chartering could help hardly to solve the severe situation of imbalance
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between shipping supply and demand and laying up vessels comes to be the
necessary choice to many liners.

(4) The dissertation focuses on the fourth part, which makes detailed discussions on
the VSA strategy based on the theories of scale economy in container shipping
and liner shipping allocation, accordingly reach the general conclusion that VSA
strategy could help liners to replace the small vessels by larger ones on the
shipping lines at keeping the level of service quality and slot utilization, thus
realize the intention of economizing the total shipping cost.

Accordingly the dissertation reach the final conclusion that under the sever situation
of imbalance between shipping supply and demand, the measures of deceleration and
time chartering make limited help, but VSA strategy is the very effective strategy for
liners against the global financial crisis.
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CHAPTER 2

GE ERAL A ALYSIS O CURRE T

SITUATIO OF I TER ATIO AL CO TAI ER SHIPPI G
MARKET

The periodicals published by the famous consultancy Drewry and Clarksons,
including “Container Insight” by Drewry, “Container Forecaster” by Drewry, as well
as “Container Intelligence Monthly” by Clarkson, always keep an eye on the
international container shipping market, from which the following statistics picked
credibly mirror the current situation of international container shipping market.

2.1 Racing of ship building with increasing of shipping supply

As the flourishing in international trade and rapid development in container shipping,
the container shipping demand was largely increasing in recent years. As the market
continued bullish, the container shipping liners ordered the container ships as many
as possible one after another. And also influenced by the scale economic theory of
container ship, the ships ordered became more an more huge. The racing of ship
building made the container shipping supply fast increasing. Although the container
ship building industry is heavily hit by the global financial crisis at present, as a quite
part of ship orders have been in the later building stage or even be ready for delivery,
these orders are impossible to be cancelled or postponed, what make the container
shipping supply still keep an obvious increasing in the several future years.
Following statistics in Table 2.1 are reflecting the situation in direct view..
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Newbuilds

Scrap

Fleet

Growth

2004

637

4

7162

9.7%

2005

955

0

8117

13.3%

2006

1384

29

9472

16.7%

2007

1366

33

10805

14.1%

2008

1452

86

12171

12.6%

2009

1400

122

13449

10.5%

2010

1195

123

14521

8.0%

2011

893

108

15306

5.4%

Tabel 2.1 : Forecast adjusted container fleet development ('000 TEU).
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd.

2.2 The drastic fall of international container shipping demand.

The insiders had made some preparations for the incoming imbalance between
supply and demand due to the increasing container shipping supply, however, the
sever situation of imbalance leaded by the global financial crisis has far beyond their
anticipation, and the container shipping market is forced in depression.

The Table 2.2 reflects the development and forecast of supply and demand of global
container shipping market , which is based on the MPES. MPES, namely moves per
effective slot , which is the result of dividing EC (effective capacity) in NCSM (net
cargo slot moves), is one of indexes expressing the situation of supply and demand in
container shipping industry. As the statistics in the Table 2.2 shows, the global
container shipping demand kept increasing in the previous three quarters of year
2008 when compared to the year before , but it dropped dramatically from the last
quarter of 2008, and performing even worse in the first quarter of year 2009.
Although it is forecasted that the demand will be recovering from the second quarter
of 2009 and possibly to the level of year 2007, in the background of fast
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development in global economics and container shipping in recent years, standstill in
container shipping demand obviously reflects the truth: the global economic entities
have been injured by the violent storm of global financial crisis, what will make the
container shipping market go through the depression in future dozens of months. As
the racing of ship building , global container shipping supply continues increasing,
what makes situation even worse. As is showed in Table 2.2, the index of MPES
dropped quickly from the last quarter of 2008, and continues in low level in 2009 and
2010. Obviously, the severe imbalance between supply and demand is inevitable.

Estimated
Effective Capacity
('000 TEU)*

Net Cargo
Slot Moves
('000 TEU)

Moves per
Effective Slot

Supply/Demand
Index**

2007

1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q

2864
2966
3071
3177

47042
50719
52796
52686

16.42
17.10
17.19
16.58

102.1
106.3
106.8
103.1

2008

1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q

3208
3292
3400
3489

52099
55524
56495
51384

16.24
16.87
16.62
14.73

100.9
104.8
103.3
91.5

2009

1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q

3505
3593
3682
3771

44672
51104
54419
54915

12.75
14.22
14.78
14.56

79.2
88.4
91.8
90.5

2010

1Q
2Q

3878
3953

47878
50751

12.35
12.84

76.7
79.8

* After adjustments for market factors . **Index, 1980=100.
Table 2.2 : Forecast global supply/demand balances.
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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2.3 Freight rate and bunker price

MPES is the index to reflect the supply and demand of container shipping industry,
the dropping of which causes the lower slot utilization, and container shipping unit
cost thereupon largely increases. At the point of benefit, the specific liner should
adjust his freight rate to higher level to compensate for the increase part of unit cost,
but obviously what will make him lose attraction to cargoes when compared to other
liners’ lower freight rate. Eve if most of liners could sit together and make an
agreement on heightening the freight, logistical cost, the important part of supply
chain, will thereupon increase, what will lead to the lower profit to the sellers or
buyers. In the background of global economic depression, lower profit will bring
about further shrinking of international trade, and obviously it will make the situation
even worse. Therefore, in the control of market discipline, liners have to reluctantly
turn down the container shipping freight rate to try to attract more cargoes, and
expect to achieve a certain slot utilization. The following Table 2.3 shows the
development of global integrated freight rate in recent years and forecast in the future.
It clearly present that the freight rate will drop sharply in the year 2009 and 2010.

Year

Weighted East/West
Freight Rate Including
Fuel Charges ($/TEU)*

Estimated East/West
Average Fuel
Surcharge ($/TEU)

Weighted East/West
Freight Rate Excluding
Fuel Charges ($/TEU)*

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

1456
1494
1405
1435
1579
935
980

123
185
221
262
521
126
152

1333
1309
1184
1173
1111
809
828

*Weighted average of Transpacific, Europe-Far East and Transatlantic trades.
Table 2.3: Average freight rate,East/West container market.
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd.
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However ,there is also a bright side to the liners , what is showed as Fuel Surcharge
in the figure. Fuel Surcharge is the premium based on the bunker price in market , as
the global economic entities hit by the financial crisis, international oil price were
declining sharply in the last quarter of 2008, and the shipping bunker price were
thereupon rushing down inevitably, but obviously it’s just a relief to the liners. The
development and forecast in the prices in ports of major fuel oil of IFO 380cst are
showed in Table 2.4..

Date
2007-Q1
2007-Q2
2007-Q3
2007-Q4
2008-Q1
2008-Q2
2008-Q3
2008-Q4
2009-Q1
2009-Q2

380cst Bunker
prices, Rotterdam
$/Tonne
253
322
362
448
453
544
621
280
236
274

380cst Bunker
prices, Los Angeles
$/Tonne
310
355
383
482
499
596
687
326
261
261

380cst Bunker
prices, Singapore
$/Tonne
297
344
381
473
477
579
672
305
256
284

380cst Bunker
prices, Korea
$/Tonne
329
369
400
487
522
616
696
352
286
304

Table 2.4: Prices of IFO 380cst in ports.
Source: Clarkson Research Services Ltd.

2.4 The ebbing time-chartering market and silent sale & purchase market

As the rapid dropping of container shipping demand , as well as the low level of
container shipping freight rate, lead to the severe shipping supply surplus, most of
liners have to try to time-charter out the rest capacity. But as it’s generally believed
that the container shipping market will continue in depression in a quit long future
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period, there are far less charters in the time-chartering market, therefore
time-chartering rate drops to the bottom, and the once prosperous time-chartering
market is at the lowest ebb. It can be seen from the following Table 2.5 picked from
Clarksons, the 6-12 month T/C (time charter) rate of Panamax, Sub-Panamax, and
Handysize container ships have sharply dropped around 70% in the recent few
months. Besides,

Clarksons have given up to release the sale & purchase newsletter

since October 2008, on the face of it, the sale & purchase market also have fallen to
the silent valley bottom.

6-12 months Time charter rate, $/Day
Avg.2007 Avg.2008 Avg.2009*
Panamax
4400teu g'less
Panamax
3500teu g'less
Sub-Panamax
2750teu g'less
Sub-Panamax
2500teu geared
Sub-Panamax
2000teu g'less
Handy
1700teu geared
Handy
1000teu geared

Jan.2009

Feb.2009 Mar.2009

34375

29708

11333

13500

12000

8500

29958

26125

9150

10500

9500

7450

26292

21958

7233

8500

7000

6200

24729

20313

6700

7600

6500

6000

19696

16313

6200

6500

6200

5900

16613

14108

5550

5900

5500

5250

12500

10346

4333

4600

4300

4100

*Average year to date
Table 2.5: 6-12 months Time charter rates of container ships.
Source: Clarkson Research Services Ltd.
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CHAPTER 3 A ALYSIS O STRATEGY OF DECELERATIO

I VOYAGE

In the depression of container shipping market , as the liners are not able to attract
sufficient cargoes, they have to try any means to reduce the unit shipping-operating
cost, and the strategy of lower the shipping speed to skimp on fuels become the
choice to many liners.

3.1 Fuel oil consumption theory in voyage

According to relevant theories about ship structure, a certain ship speed could be
acquired based on putting out a certain engine power in a certain ship type.
According to the theory of admiralty coefficient, the ship speed, actual displacement
tonnage, and engine power show the relations as followed:

Pe = Ce ∗ D

2
3

∗V

3

Ce ----- The admiralty coefficient , what reflect the ship performance in
overcoming water resistance ,and be basically fixed as early as the ship in designing
D ----- real displacement tonnage in voyage
V ------ real voyage speed
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Pe ------ the effective engine power, what obviously reflects the fuel oil
consumption of shipping operation.

Based on the model, it can be conjectured that the effective engine power Pe is
proportional to the third power of ship voyage speed: Pe ∝ V3. As the fuel oil
consumption is also proportional to the effective ship engine power, assuming the
fuel oil consumption is Fh per hour, then: Fh ∝ Pe, thus F ∝ V3. And also assuming
Fm is the fuel oil consumption per navy mile, then: Fm = Fh / V. Integrating with the
former deduction, finally result : Fm ∝ V2.

3.2 Benefits of deceleration

Based on the former deduction :Fm ∝ V2, , as the certain distance in certain voyage,
the total voyage fuel oil consumption is proportional to V squared, what means if the
voyage speed lowers a few, the voyage fuel oil consumption will be largely saved.
The fuel oil consumption is the most important part of voyage cost, for example, in
the first half year of 2008, when the bunker price was keeping on the price of high
level, the fuel oil cost occupied highly to 63%-70% of total operating cost in the
8000TEU container ship. In the practice, when the ship speed is lower around 10%,
the fuel oil consumption could be saved around 25%. For example, when the main
engine of a 6200 TEU container ship puts out rotating speed at 92.5 rpm, the ship
could achieve the speed at 25.3 knots. But when the main engine puts out rotating
speed at 86.7 rpm to lower a few ship speed to 24.3 knots,

the fuel oil consumption

could be saved highly around 17%. From the side of saving shipping cost, lowering
ship speed is obviously a quite effective mean.
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Furthermore , due to the depression in container shipping market, liners have a large
surplus of ships, but the strategy of deceleration could re-arrange some surplus ships
in lines. For example: assuming a liner have arranged 8 container ships on a specific
shipping line , the round trip period is 56 days, weekly service, but for the point of
saving shipping cost, the liner lowers the ship speed while round trip period extends
to 63 days, then another extra ship should be put into the shipping line for keeping
the weekly service. Apparently the severe problem in ship surplus could be relieved
at a certain extent.

In addition, the global shipping industry has been facing one of the most serious
challenge, which is the emissions from ships, especially many politicians in the
world attribute the greenhouse effect to the shipping industry in one of the major
reasons. Apparently lowering the ship speed could reduce the emissions from ships
and relieve the pressure from environmentalists.

3.3 Disadvantages of deceleration

In the above discussion ,it seems that the strategy of slowing down the ship has many
benefits including reducing voyage coast, relieving the problem of surplus ships ,and
also be beneficial to environmental protection, what should be adopted in no doubt.
However, the strategy also has distinct defects.

Firstly, the deceleration of navigation makes the diesel engine running under load in
long term ,especially when the main engine runs under 50% of rated power, it will
result in undesirable combustion in engine combustion cylinder, increased
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consumption of lubrication oil, and serious gas pollution in the combustion
chamber ,exhaust system and supercharger system. When the exhaust pipe, exhaust
gas boiler, chimney, turbocharger, air intake and air cooler get jammed, the back
pressure of turbocharger will be increased, then the rotating speed has to be
undesirably decreased , what may bring about the problems including increased
exhaust temperature, fire on scavenge box, lower running performance ,and even not
able to resume its normal operating load. In short, the deceleration will cause
additional damages to the ship, and need extra maintenance works, what obviously
make additional costs on operating the ship.

Secondly, lowering the voyage speed will extend the time of a single container ship
on sailing, what may apparently cause the ship lose the market opportunities in extra
time. For example, a single container ship runs on a specific shipping line in 56 days
of a round voyage then the ship could run about 6.5 voyages in a whole year, but
when the ship speed is lowered then the round voyage period is extended to 63 days,
the ship could only run about 5.8 voyages per year, compared to original
arrangement, it has lost operating opportunities around 0.7 voyage per year. As
mentioned in former section, in the depression of container shipping market, liners
have large surplus of ships, part of which can be laid into the shipping line for
keeping the weekly service, and the arrangement could help the liner make up the
lost market opportunities. However, it is noticed that as the certain amount of cargoes
attracted in a specific operating period to a specific liner, although there are extra
ships put into the line, the income are about the same. Therefore , there are extra
shipping cost put into the line as extra ships arranged, which may possibly cover the
saved unit shipping cost as slowing down the ship. Although the extra ships are
picked from the surplus, it could be more economized to lay up rather than operating
the extra vessels. Therefore, it’s quite complex for liners to evaluate the strategy of
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deceleration.

Besides, extended voyage period leads to extended time of the cargoes in shipping.
Compared to other types of shipping, the container cargo is in high unit value, what
make the container shipping pursue the high efficiency. Lowering the vessel speed
make container cargoes longer time on sea, what lead to the longer turnover time of
capital of the cargoes. According to economics, longer capital turnover time make
larger capital opportunity lost. Especially in the global financial crisis , the global
capital has heavily shrunk, if most of the liners adopt the strategy of deceleration ,
what will result in huge capital opportunity lost, and put extra hit on the depressed
international trade. Even for the single liner, longer voyage time may make him lose
attraction to the cargoes required efficiency, and the shippers possibly take offers
from other liners who provide quicker service.

In addition, as discussed in the chapter 2, the bunkers prices have dramatically
dropped, for example, the price of IFO 380cst has dropped to around 270$/tonne,
under half of the price in mid 2008, thus strategy of deceleration has far less impact
in saving fuel oil cost. Therefore, in the current market situation, liners should not be
too optimistic on evaluating the strategy of deceleration.

3.4 Summary

In general, the strategy of deceleration may not necessarily saving the total operating
cost for liners , even if it could lower the total operating cost, the defects of the
strategy are impossible to ignore. In author’s point of view, the strategy of
deceleration has limited effects in solving the problem of large surplus in shipping
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supply, meanwhile the negative effects need to be paid close attention on while the
liners are making the plan.
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CHAPTER4 A ALYSIS O DECISIO AMO G SELF-RU

I G,

TIME CHARTERI G A D LAYI G UP VESSELS

As discussed before, due to the global financial crisis, container shipping industry
has stepped in a quite long period of chilly winter. Shrunk container shipping
demand makes liners reluctantly adjust the shipping lines to economize the operating
cost. A lot of shipping lines have been restructured, merged, and even cancelled. For
example, the global shipping line of Asia – Europe, which is the most profitable one
in recent years, have heavily suffered. As the famous consultancy of Drewry
announced , from October 2008 to the end of March 2009, global liners have
cancelled 17 Asia – Europe container shipping lines, including 10 shipping lines of
Asia – North Europe and 7 of Asia – Mediterranean. Another famous consultancy of
AXS-Alphaliner estimated that, from August 2008 to January 2009, total weekly
shipping capacity in Asia –Europe line had dropped to about 351 thousand TEU, and
the reduction highly achieved 16% in several months.

As large part of shipping lines have been restructured, merged and cancelled, what
result in large surplus of capacity, although liners have adopted the strategy of
deceleration, what can help limitedly to the situation. Therefore, when all the
possible strategies including extending date of delivery, cancelling orders, and
demolition have been adopted, liners have to face the choices between
time-chartering out or laying up vessels, what is closely related to the theory of ship
operating cost structure.
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4.1 Structure of shipping cost and states of laying up

Refer to the paper “Economic viability argumentation of mega-size containerships in
water transportation system”, shipping cost is divided into three parts including
capital cost ,operating cost and voyage cost. Capital cost is the cost of ship
depreciation, and operating cost contains maintenance cost, insurance cost, manning
cost etc. These two costs compose the fix shipping cost, and voyage cost is the
variable cost ,primarily include voyage fuel oil cost ,port charges etc.

It have to been mentioned before further discussions that there are actually two states
of so called “laying up”, what are temporary laying up and cold laying up.
Temporary laying up is the state that shipping service is temporarily suspended,
manning and equipment of ship are still in available for anytime to resume operating,
and on the contrary, cold laying up is the state that shipping service is in long run
suspension, and most part of the manning have to be dismissed, and most part of ship
assembly are in cold state. Apparently there are partly different costs happening in
the two states. If it is temporary laying up, all parts of cost except for voyage cost are
still happening, but if the ship goes into cold laying up state, not only the voyage cost
will be saved ,but also include most operating cost, especially the manage cost and
manning cost, but the capital cost is still in happening. Compared to the cold laying
up decision, it seems temporary laying up is more like a gamble in which liners pay
the extra cost to wait for the market recovering. But in practice, most liners have to
reluctantly keep the ship in temporary laying up state , unless it’s certain the market
will continue in depression for quite long period.
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4.2 Voyage estimation and comparative T/C rate

In terms of shipping cost, Liners make the decision among continuing
operation ,time chartering out, or laying up vessel based on the voyage estimation.
Refer to the book “international shipping management”, the voyage estimation steps
could be followed:

i. Voyage time estimation. Voyage time is composed of navigation time and port
calling time. Because of the characteristics of liner shipping , different from
tramp shipping, voyage time estimation in liner shipping should be based on
round trip, what is basically fixed on the shipping schedule.

ii.

Voyage bunker consumption estimation
Fuel oil consumption： FOC = Tn ∗ FOCn + Tc * FOCc
Diesel oil consumption：
Tn

------------Navigation

Tc

------------Berth

DOC = Tn * DOCn + Tc * DOCc

Time

time

FOCn----------Fuel oil consumption in Navigation time (tonnage per day)
FOCc--------- Fuel oil consumption in berth time (tonnage per day)
DOCn--- -----Diesel oil comsumption in Navigation time(tonnage per day)
DOCc---------Diesel oil comsumption in berth time (tonnage per day)

iii. Voyage load amount (TEU) and freight incoming($) estimation

iv. Voyage cost estimation. Besides the voyage bunker cost, there are a lot of their
costs in the voyage cost, including port charges(e.g. pilotage dues, tonnage dues
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etc.), loading/unloading charges, canal dues etc.

v. Comparative T/C rate ($/day)= (voyage incoming-voyage cost)/voyage time.

Comparative T/C rate is in fact the gross profit per day, what contains the capital cost
per day and operating cost per day.

4.3 Discussions on the decision among self-running, time chartering and laying
up vessels based on comparative T/C rate

Based on the voyage estimation model, supposing that a liner estimates the
comparative T/C rate in one specific shipping line will be Fe ($ per day),and the real
T/C rate in market is Fc ($ per day), capital cost is Cc ($ per day),and operating cost
is Co ($ per day),the discussions are followed:

(1) When Fe − Co − Cc > 0 :
In this supposition , market situation is comparatively prosperous, and liner is
profitable in operating the ship, what may happen Fc > Fe, or Fe > Fc. In terms of
profit maximization, liner should time charter out the vessel under the former
situation, but time charter in under the latter situation. However, in practice, due to
the characteristics of liner shipping, time charter out vessels will result in less
capacity on the shipping line and extension of shipping interval, what may cause
complaint from customers. And time chartering in vessels will lead to the capacity
increasing on the shipping line, unless the cargoes attracted largely exceed the fleet
capacity assembled on the line, liner will not be able to keep the profit level Fe
anymore. Therefore, compared to tramping ship, even if under prosperous market
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situation ,liners also need to take care when adjusting the fleet capacity on the
shipping line.

(2) When Fe − Co − Cc < 0
Under this situation, the container shipping market is possibly in depression, slot
utilization on the shipping liner is low, and the liner will lose money if continue to
operate the vessels on the shipping line. However, due to the features of liner
shipping , the first choice of the liner will possibly still be continuing to operate the
vessel for satisfying customers’ requirement on the fleet capacity and shipping
interval. Until the liner believe that the market will be possibly in depression in quite
long time, he can not endue the huge loss, then he have to consider about stop the
services of part vessels on the shipping line, when these vessel come into the so
called “temporary laying up” state.,

Apparently when part of fleet capacity are drew off the shipping line, the slot
utilization on the shipping line will go up as supply and demand tend to be in balance.
But the liner still have to bear the capital costs and operating cost of these surplus
vessels. In terms of shipping cost,

the liner should possibly face the decision

between time chartering out the vessels or coldly laying up them. If Fc-Co >0 , that
implies time charter out the vessels could make liner bear less cost than adopting the
strategy of cold laying up, as the liner still have to mainly bear the capital cost even
coldly laying up these vessels. If Fc-Co < 0, clearly it’s better to adopt the strategy to
coldly lay up the vessels
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4.4 Summary

Above discussions are only based on the view of cost and profit. In practice, it’s
really more complex to make the decision among continuing to operate , time
chartering or laying up vessels. Although drawing off the vessels from the shipping
line could make liners bear less cost in depressed market situation, the decrease in
fleet capacity on the shipping line will possibly make shipping schedule in change,
either the extension of shipping interval or decreased number of port calling for
shortening the voyage time and keeping the interval, what will lower liner’s
attraction to cargoes. Even if the liner indeed need to draw off part vessels from the
shipping line, he would like to time charter out or just keep vessels in temporary
laying up state rather than coldly laying up the vessels. Because there is a significant
deficiency of the latter strategy. When the liner coldly lay up the vessel, most of the
manning related to the ship operation have to be dismissed, what will possibly
heavily damage the reputation of company, especially under the panic market
situation. And when the market starts to recover, company may not be able to recruit
enough employees in time.

However , under current market situation , the global container shipping capacity
largely exceeds the shipping demand. Time chartering vessels just make the vessels
flow among the liners, what could help hardly to solve the problem of severe
imbalance between supply and demand. And actually the T/C market is closely
linked to the container shipping market, which necessarily have dropped to the
bottom as the container shipping market is expected to be in depression for quite
long period. Consequently, laying up the vessels, either in temporary state or cold
state, is evitable to most liners. Up to 2nd March,2009, there have been total 453
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container ships laid up in global , which are in total capacity of 1.35 mil TEU
accounted for highly 10.7% of total global fleet capacity.
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CHAPTER 5 A ALYSIS O THE STRATEGY OF VSA

As discussed before, liners have adopted sever measures to resist against the global
financial crisis, including strategy of deceleration, time chartering, and laying up
vessels etc. In author’s point of view, the strategy of deceleration is a relief to the
sever situation, but liners have to be cautious on the pros and cons. The strategy of
time chartering could help very limitedly to the whole container shipping market, and
laying up part vessels come to be the necessary choice. Therefore, how to adjust the
shipping lines and lay up vessels in lowest costs as possible come to be the urgent
issues to the liners.

As a large liner shipping company usually owns dozens or even hundreds container
ships in many sizes, including feeder container ship in only hundreds TEU size,
Panamax ship around 4000TEU size , Post-Panamax ship over 6000TEU size, or
even highly to the Super-Post-Panamax ship over 10000 TEU size. Liners arrange
these ships respectively based on the shipping demands and voyage conditions on the
shipping lines, but in practice, what often happens that different size of container
ships could be arranged on a same shipping line. For example, on the deep sea
shipping line Asia – West Coast USA, thanks to the voyage conditions, liners could
arrange both the Panamx ship and Post-Panamax ship on the shipping line. However,
ships in different sizes arranged on the shipping line will lead to different levels of
shipping cost.

There is trend in current container shipping market, which is that liners are tending to
ally with each other rather than the competitions , and make agreements on the
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vessels share and upgrade the container ship sizes on the shipping lines as possible,
with the intention to raise the slot utilizations and lower the shipping costs as
possible. Study on the cases, this kind of strategy is mainly based on both container
shipping theories: scale economy of container ship and the theory of allocation of
liner ships on the shipping lines.

5.1 Discussions on the scale economy of container ship

There have been a lot of researches on the scale economy of container ship as the
container shipping are flourishing in recent years. Refer to the paper “International
container shipping industry: tendency and business countermeasure” , the theory is
generalized as “ container ship upsizing based on the theory of scale economy,
namely as the upsizing of the container ship, unit slot shipping cost will be
decreasing, and

unit slot profit will be thereupon going up. However, the

realization of the scale economy is followed the premise of achieving certain level of
voyage slot utilization. If the certain level of voyage slot utilization is not satisfied,
upsizing the ship will make extra loss on the liners.”

Refer to the paper “On economy of scale for ultra-large container ships”, it have
made a basic model on demonstration of scale economy of container ship:

n

Ki / T / B + Oi / B + Vi + ∑ Dij ∗ Si

Objective function：

j =1

MinCi =

e ∗ i

Constraints：Hi <= Pj
In the function：i ------- container ship size
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j ------- ports calling (j=1,2,…..,n),
Ci ------ unit cargo shipping cost per voyage in i size container ship ($)
Ki -------total cost in purchasing i size container ship($)
T ------- depreciation period (year)
B ------ voyage quantity per year
Oi ------ operating cost per year in i size container ship($)
Vi ------ total sailing cost of voyage in i size container ship ($)
Dij ------ berthing time at j port in i size container ship (day)
Si ------ berthing cost at j port per day in i size container ship ($)
e ----- voyage slot utilization (%)

i ----- size of container ship (TEU)
Hi ------ draft of i size container ship (meter)
Pj -------water depth of j port (meter).

Derivation from the model as :
n

( Ki / T / B / i ) + (Oi / B / i ) + [(Vi + ∑ Dij ∗ Si ) / i ]
j =1

Ci =

e

Obviously in the function: (Ki/T/B/i) is the unit slot capital cost per voyage, and
(Oi/B/i) is the unit slot operating cost per voyage, the two parts compose the unit
slot fixed cost per voyage, which is linked to the round voyage time. And the part
[( Vi+∑Dij*Si )/i] is the unit slot variable cost per voyage, based on the specific
voyage condition,

According to the researches in recent years, it’s generally said with the upsizing
between 4000 TEU ship and 12000TEU ship, unit slot capital cost is dropping, what
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is clearly showed in the following Table 5.1.

Containe ship size
/TEU
3500
5500
6500
8000
10000
12000

Newbuilding prices in Year 2007
($ million)
57.9
85.0
97.4
117.2
134.9
153.8

Average unit slot capital cost
($ per TEU)
16543
15455
14985
14650
13490
12817

Table 5.1: Capital costs of container ships.
Source: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd.

And the major part of the voyage cost is fuel oil cost, for the 4000 to 12000 TEU
ship, the average speeds mostly happen between 24 – 25 knot, but the unit slot fuel
oil cost is dropping with the upsizing of ship, what is shown as following Table 5.2:

Ship size
(TEU)
4000
6600
8000
12000

Speed(Kn)
24
24
25
25

Fuel oil consumption
per day (tonne)
150
210
248
310

Fuel oil consumption
per day per TEU (tonne)
0.038
0.032
0.031
0.026

Table 5.2: Fuel oil consumptions in container ship sizes.
Source: Clarkson Research Services Ltd.

According to relevant researches, the unit slot operating cost per day is also dropping
with the upsizing of ship between 4000 TEU and 12000TEU ship. Therefore, It could
be basically concluded that the total unit slot cost per day is dropping with the
upsizing of container ship between 4000TEU and 12000TEU. It’s clear that when the
at the certain “B”, namely certain voyage time , total unit slot capacity cost per
voyage is dropping with the upsizing of ship on the line. Besides, it should be noticed
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that although unit slot capacity cost per voyage is dropping with upsizing , the
different level of “e” ,namely voyage slot utilization ,will lead to variation in unit
cargo shipping cost, and be closely linked to the upsizing level, what will be
discussed in the following sections.

5.2 Discussions on the VSA strategy based on theory of shipping capacity
allocation in liner shiping

According to the theory of shipping capacity allocation in liner shipping, unless the
voyage time is quite short on the line , liners have to allocate several ships on one
specific shipping line. And the quantity of container ships should be allocated on the
line is based on the amount of cargoes, shipping interval, round voyage time and ship
load capacity etc.

5.2.1 The model of shipping capacity allocation in liners shipping

Refer to the book “International shipping management”, the theory of shipping
capacity allocation in liner shipping modeled as :

n

=

t ∗ Q max
e ∗ D ∗ 365

n ------ quantity of ships allocated on the line
t ------

round voyage time (day)

Qmax ------The larger cargo amount per year between go and back ways(TEU)
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e ------ voyage slot utilization
D ------ load capacity of ship（TEU)

In the liner shipping, keeping the regular shipping intervals is very important, and the
disorder of shipping interval will bring about the undesirable chaos in liner operating,
therefore, the shipping interval is basically fixed on the schedule. Supposing the
shipping interval as T, thus:

T

=

t
n

e ∗ D ∗ 365
Q max

=

5.2.2 Analysis on single liner upsizing vessels on the line

Analysis on the allocation model, for single liner, the cargoes amount attracted in
specific period on the shipping line is stable, especially under the depressed market
situation, shipping demands on most of shipping lines are expected to be in stasis for
quite long period, thus the “Qmax” could be supposed to be certain on specific
shipping line for single liner. Besides, due o both the Panamax ship and Post-Panamx
ship are running in average speed around 24 knots, even if there are a few deviation,
it could be compensated by adjusting the port calling time etc , to keep round voyage
time on the same. Therefore ,for the study more focused, it’s supposed here that the
round voyage time “t” is certain, either the Panamax ship or Post-Panamx arranged
on the shipping line. On the supposition that both “Qmax ” and “ t “ are certain on
specific shipping line, combined with the allocation model, single liner upgrade the
ship size on the line will happen problems:
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i. when single liner upgrades the ship size “D” at keeping the slot utilization “e”,
combined with the allocation model , then the ship quantity “n” on the line will
necessarily drop, and the shipping interval will thereupon extend. For example,
there is a specific shipping line operated in 4000TEU ships at weekly service,
then the single liner plans to upgrade the ship size into 8000TEU at keeping the
slot utilization, obviously the ship quantity have to drop to the half and the
shipping interval will extend to double week to meet the change. As the weekly
service is extended to double week, it will be possibly not meeting the
requirement for the interval from customers and may lead to the run away of
cargoes. Obviously it is inadvisable that the single liner pursues the scale
economy of container ship at the lost of customers.

ii. when single liner upgrades the ship size “D” at also meeting the requirement of
shipping interval “T”, then the ship quantity on the line will be the same, but the
fleet capacity assembled on the line thereupon goes up and slot utilization drops.
For example, there is a specific shipping line operated in 4000TEU ships at
weekly service, then the single liner plans to upgrade the ship size into 8000TEU
at keeping shipping interval “T”, what will result in the fleet capacity doubles on
the line, and slot utilization drops to the half. The scale economy of container
ship is based on the high slot utilization, the increase of fleet capacity and lower
slot utilization will possibly cover the benefit of scale economy at all.

Overview the discussions, under the prerequisites of certain cargo amount “Qmax”
and certain round voyage time “t” on the specific shipping line , if the single liner
plans to upsize the ships on the line with intention to realize scale economy, he have
to face the choice of dropping the service quality or frustrating the benefit from scale
economy. Obviously neither is the expect of the liner. However, is there a possible
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way to solve the contradiction? The answer is positive. The single liner can not
overcome the difficulty, but several liners combined are able to find the way out.

5.2.3 Analysis on multi-liners upsizing vessels in VSA strategy

Supposing that there are m companies competing on a specific shipping line in same
liner service at the interval of “ T ” ,round voyage time of “ t ” and quantity of ships
allocated of “n”, according to the allocation model ,thus:

T =

t
n

=

e1 ∗ D1 ∗ 365
Q1

e 2 ∗ D 2 ∗ 365
Q2

=

e m ∗ D m ∗ 365
Qm

= ...... =

(1)

Q1，Q2，....... Qm ------the cargo amount per year of single liner m (TEU)
D1，D2，....... Dm ------ ship size allocated on the line by liner m (TEU)

e1，e2, ...... em ------ voyage slot utilization of company m (%)
Derivations from the function (1)：

( Q 1 + Q 2 ...... + Q m ) ∗

T
365

= e1 D 1 + e 2 D 2 ...... + e m D m

(2)

and：
e1 D 1
Q1

=

e

2

Q

D
2

2

= ......
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=

e

m

Q

D
m

m

(3)

Combine function (2) and (3) , result：

( Q 1 + Q 2 ...... + Q m ) ∗

T
365

Q2
Q1

= (1 +

+ ...... +

Qm
Q1

) ∗ e1 D 1

(4)

Supposing now that these liners make agreement on sharing vessels (VSA), and
jointly business the shipping line, and jointly allocate n ships of D0 size on the line,
keep the interval at “T”, and slot utilization as “ e0”, thus:

(Q

+ Q

1

2

......

+ Q

m

) ∗

T
365

= e0D

0

(5)

Combine function (5) with (4), result:

e 0 D 0 = (1 +

Q2
Q1

+ ...... +

Qm
Q1

) ∗ e1 D 1 > e1 D 1

(6)

The function (6) implies that if the liners adopt the strategy of VSA, the vessels on
the line could be upsized at both keeping the shipping interval and slot utilization, as
compared to any single liner. However , will there be more fleet capacity launched
on the shipping line in total as the VSA strategy is planning?

Combine function (5) with (2), result：

e1 D

1

+ e2D

2

......

+ em D

m

= e0D

0

(7)

Thus：
e1
e0

∗ D1 +

e2
e0

∗ D 2 ...... +

em
e0
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∗ Dm = D0

(8)

According to the above discussions, before the strategy of VSA adopted, the total
fleet capacity allocated on the shipping line is [n*(D1+D2...+Dm)] TEU, and when
the strategy is implemented, the total fleet capacity on the line will change to (n*D0)
TEU, based on the function (8), it can be seen that if the slot utilization planned in
the strategy goes higher, the total fleet capacity allocated on the line goes lower. It

In general, according to the above discussions, multi-liners adopt the strategy of
VSA, and jointly operating the shipping line , what will make it possible of upsizing
the vessels on the line at both keeping the service quality in shipping interval and
voyae slot utilization, and even drop the fleet capacity lunched on the line. It will be
further discussed in following examples and practical cases.

5.2.4 Examples

(1) Example 1：
There are two liners A and B competing in 4000TEU container ships and weekly
service on the specific line, round voyage time is 35 days. Due to the depressed
market situation, A and B both get the slot utilization dropped to 65%,60%, and the
shipping incoming are not able to cover cost anymore, therefore, the two liners have
to adopt the VSA strategy and jointly operate the shipping line, based on the
functions, result as following:

Before the VSA strategy is adopted, the capacity allocation as the following Table 5.3
shows:
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liner

A
B
In
total

ship
size
(TEU)

voyage
time
(day)

frequency
(day)

average
slot
utilization
(%)

4000
4000

35
35

7
7

65%
60%

ship
amount

fleet
capacity
(TEU)

demand
per
voyage
time
(TEU)

5
5

20000
20000

13000
12000

40000

25000

Table 5.3: Shipping capacity allocation before VSA adopted

When the VSA strategy is adopted, and the shipping line is in joint operation, the
shipping allocation as the following Table 5.4 shows:

Liner
A&B

demand
per
voyage
time
(TEU)

ship
size
(TEU)

voyage
time
(day)

frequency
(day)

Plan 1

25000

6000

35

Plan 2

25000

8000

35

ship
amount

average
slot
utilization
(%)

fleet
capacity
(TEU)

7

5

83%

30000

7

5

62.5%

40000

Table 5.4: Shipping capacity allocation while VSA adopted

It can be seen from the Table II, for accomplishing the shipping demand, liners can
make kinds of plans when adopting the VSA strategy. Such as Plan 1, the Liners
A&B jointly allocate 5 vessels of 6000TEU on the line in total fleet capacity of
30000TEU and slot utilization high to 83%, or as Plan 2, the Liners A&B jointly
allocate 5 vessels of 8000TEU on the line in total fleet capacity of 40000TEU and
slot utilization at 62.5%. Compared to the Table I, what shows the total fleet capacity
is 40000 TEU on the line before VSA adopted, Plan 2 implies Liners A&B could
upsizing the vessels to 8000TEU at keeping the level of fleet capacity and shipping
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interval, and Plan 1 implies Liners A&B could upsizing the vessels to 6000TEU at
keeping the shipping interval and 10000TEU less in total fleet capacity. Although in
different method, both Plan 1 and Plan 2 make the liners possible to upsize the
vessels at keeping the level of both service quality and fleet capacity, thus realize the
scale economy of container shipping.

Besides, it is noticed that ,according to the theory of scale economy of container ship,
the unit slot capacity cost of 8000 TEU size ship is lower than 6000 TEU size, but
Plan 1 in 6000TEU size shows less fleet capacity launched than Plan 2 in 8000TEU
size, what seems making Liners A&B confused in choice between Plan 1 and Plan 2.
But in theory, Liners A&B should possibly adopt the Plan 1, as the total shipping cost
of launching 5 ships of 6000 TEU size is necessarily lower than launching 5 ships of
8000TEU in same service. Therefore, in author’s point of view, the realization of
scale economy of container shipping is based on the slot utilization. Therefore,
improving slot utilization is the top priority in VSA strategy rather than upsizing the
vessels. Upsizing the vessels on the shipping line at meeting the slot utilization as
high as possible will result in the total shipping cost as low as possible

(2) Example 2:
It is noticed that if there are too many liners joining the VSA strategy on the specific
shipping line, the total cargo amount will exceed the capability of one voyage. For
example, there are 4 liners competing on the specific line in 4000TEU ships and
weekly service, and the slot utilizations respectively are 65%,65%,70% and 70%,
thus there are total 10800 TEU cargo amount of 4 liners per voyage, obviously it
even exceeds the capability of Super Post Panamax ship of 10000TEU. Under the
situation , when the 4 liners join the VSA strategy , they could simultaneously
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arrange 2 voyages in 8000 TEU size ships at slot utilization of 67.5% . Obviously,
the total fleet capacity launched on the shipping line also doesn’t increase, but the
vessels are upsized , thus the total shipping cost on the shipping line thereupon drops
by the strategy of VSA.

5.3

The strategy of VSA in practice

5.3.1 Discussions on the VSA reached among Maersk, CMA-CGM and MSC

As early as the March 2008, the container liner magnates Maersk , CMA-CGM, and
MSC have made an VSA (vessel share agreement), as Maersk announced on the
official site: “Maersk Line announces Trans-Pacific Vessel Sharing Agreement with
Mediterranean Shipping Company and CMA-CGM ------29 February 2008 ：Danish
carrier Maersk Line announced the establishment of a new Vessel Sharing Agreement
(VSA) with Swiss carrier Mediterranean Shipping Company (MSC) and
French-based CMA-CGM in the trans-Pacific trade that will commence in April
2008. This cooperation will consist of three strings of five vessels each between Asia
and North America. They will replace Maersk Line’s TP5 and TP8, MSC’s New
Orient Express and CMA-CGM’s Yang Tse Service. ” It can be seen that the liner
magnates were planning to jointly operate three 3 new shipping lines, to replace the 4
old one which are respectively operated. The 3 new shipping routes are shown as
following Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3:
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Figure 5.1: The new TP2 shipping line .
Source : Maersk Line.
There are 5 container ships in 7300 TEU size launched on the new TP2 line , 4 of
them are operated by Maersk, the other one is operated by CMA-CGM, weekly
service and round voyage time is around 35 days.

Figure 5.2: The new TP8 shipping line.
Source: Maersk Line.

There are 5 container ships in 8000TEU size launched on the new TP8 line, 4 of
them are operated by MSC, the other one is operated by CMA-CGM, weekly service
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and round voyage time is around 35 days.

Figure 5.3: The new TP5 shipping line.
Source: Maersk Line.
There are 5 container ships in 4100 TEU size launched on the new TP5 line, weekly
service and round voyage time is 35 days. All of them are operated by Maersk ,but
MSC and CMA-CGM rent part of the slots.

And the former Maersk TP5 and TP8 line before VSA adopted are shown in
following Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5：

Figure 5.4: The former TP5 shipping line before VSA.
Source: Maersk Line.
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There are 5 container ships in 4100TEU size launched on the former TP5 line,
weekly service and round voyage time is 35 days, and completely operated by
Maersk.

Figure 5.5: The former TP8 shipping line before VSA.
Source: Maersk Line.
There are 5 ships in 4300TEU size launched on the former TP8 line, weekly service
and round voyage time is 35 days, and completely operated by Maersk.

Analysis on the change of the VSA bringing about, there are several benefits to the
Maersk when adopting the VSA strategy:

i.

Maersk was operating 10 container ships of 4000TEU size in total on the former
TP5 and TP8 line, but through VSA ,who is operating in total 4 ships of
7300TEU, and 5 ships of 4000TEU but part slots of which are rented to MSC and
CMA-CGM. What implies Maersk has upsized part of vessels on the line at
keeping the level of

interval and fleet capacity. Obviously, Maersk realized the

scale economy of container shipping through the VSA strategy.
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ii. Through the VSA strategy, Maersk is able to cover more ports’ cargoes in total at
keeping the level of interval and fleet capacity. Because the three container
shipping magnates are jointly operating the shipping lines, what make Maersk
covers more ports of Kaohsiung, Hong Kong and Yantian, thus improving the slot
utilizations .

Although the analysis is focused on Maersk, for the same reason, the VSA strategy is
also beneficial to the other magnates joined. Like the comment by Vincent Clerc,
Vice President of Pacific Route Management for Maersk Line,“Rates have not
supported our cost to serve on different products in the Pacific. We felt that a
partnership of this sort would not only enable us to address our cost structure, but
also to provide a dynamic enhanced product for our customers, without adding any
capacity on the market.”

In addition, although the global financial crisis hasn’t made deep impact on the
container shipping market in the early days of 2008, the liner magnates Maersk ,
MSC and CMA-CGM made the agreement to replace part of small vessels by large
size, with the main intention to resist against the high oil cost. However ,it also
implies that the shipping demand tended to reach a plateau and there have been quite
surplus of shipping capacity, otherwise liners would not extract the large vessels to
join the VSA. As in the prosperous market situation, liners would focus on the theme
of competition rather than cooperation.

5.3.2 Discussions on the VSA reached by Maersk and CMA-CGM

As the global financial crisis heavily struck the container shipping market since the
third quarter of 2008, global container shipping demand dramatically dropped. For
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example, the average slot utilization in eastbound of transpacific line sharply
dropped to 73.8% from 87.1% in the last quarter of 2008, compared to the 81.4% of
the last quarter of 2007, there have been reduction around 8%. However, the
depressed situation is anticipated to be continue for the whole 2009 or even longer.
Under the serve situation, liners have to step up in more actions. Following the
success of the first VSA ,the liner magnates pushed out another one in November
2008, as the Maersk announced on the official site: “New Vessel Sharing Agreement
with CMA-CGM in the trans-Pacific -----21 November 2008 ：Following the success
of a previous vessel sharing agreement, Danish carrier Maersk Line announced the
establishment of a new Vessel Sharing Agreement (VSA) with French-based
CMA-CGM utilizing both the Panama and Suez Canals, which will commence in
May 2009. Additionally, further adjustments to the Maersk Line network will provide
customers with significant benefits. This new VSA follows almost a year of
successful cooperation between the two companies in a trans-Pacific agreement, and
represents further rightsizing of capacity in the trans-Pacific trade. Demonstrating a
new perspective on service to North America, Maersk Line and CMA-CGM provide
two strings with new services for customers. The scope of the agreement includes the
Far East to the US east coast and Far East to the Pacific Northwest. ”

The VSA mainly launched two new shipping lines. The first line is TP10, which is
the regular shipping route between Far East Asia and East Coast USA through
Panama Canal in 8 vessels of 4000TEU size, and Maersk and CMA-CGM
respectively operate half of them. Through the VSA, the participants are able to
cover more ports and thus improve the average slot utilization and thus lower the unit
cargo shipping cost. The other line is new TP3, which is the main part of the VSA.
The new TP3 route, as showed in Figure 5.6 ,completely overturns the traditional
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thought in the transpacific shipping line between Far East Asia and East Coast USA.

Figure 5.6: The new TP3 shipping line.
Source: Maersk Line.
There are 13 vessels of 6400 TEU size launched on the new TP3 line, weekly service.
It can been seen from the figure, the new TP3 is actually a global pendulum shipping
line with the axis at Far East/China ports, the east ends at West coast ports of North
America, and west ends at East coast ports of North America. The whole pendulum
shipping line traverse more than hemisphere, and the round voyage time achieve high
to 91 days. It is shown that cargoes between Far East and East Coast of North
America are not shipped across the traditional way through Panama Canal anymore,
but across the way through Suez Canal, what completely breaks the traditional
shipping concept as “North America is east to China, and cargoes from China should
be shipped east-forward to North America and west –backward”.

The new distinctive shipping concept established is on account of that the container
vessels over Panamax size are out of through capability of Panama Canal, so if the
liners plan to launch the Post-Panamax vessels on the line between Far East Asia and
East Coast of North America, they have to make the shipping way through Suez
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Canal which is capable to admit even Super Post Panamax vessels. But
obviously ,the shipping distance from Shanghai to New York through Suez Canal is a
little longer than the way through Panamax Canal, what possibly make voyage time
longer and thus more fuel oil cost and cargoes’ capital lost. However, under the
situation of the depressed demand and low bunker price, the negatives can’t obstruct
the attraction of benefits in the New TP3 to the liner magnates. Obviously the main
intention of participants in VSA to launch the New TP3 is to achieve the benefits as
following:

i. The two magnates jointly operate the New TP3 line ,what make the line possible
to cover more large ports in sufficient cargoes, such as Singapore, Newark,
Norfolk, Savannah etc, and thus improve the average slot utilization.
ii. Upsizing the vessels at keeping the level of slot utilization , thus lower the
shipping cost as possible.
iii. The new TP3 line could avoid the congestion of Panama Canal, and its high canal
dues.
iv. As the economy of USA is ebbing, the inland transport amount of containers
from West Coast ports to East Coast ports will be dropping. Because the inland
transport freights from West Coast to East Coast are more than ones through
waterway, although inland transport is more efficient, under the depressed market
situation, the shipping cost will be more focused on than the efficient, what is the
reason of liners making the decision to directly transport the cargoes in large
vessels through waterway rather than in multimodal transport.

Besides, the participants of the second VSA are also benefited from the special
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shipping line model: Pendulum shipping line model. Pendulum line model has been
applied in container shipping for many years, but such a large scale of application in
global container shipping happened seldom. Refer to the paper “Maersk and CMA
CGM announced to launch the second large VSA strategy as expected”, the benefit
of Pendulum line model are stated as following: “Pendulum shipping line could
cover more ports, for example, there are total 9 ports on a specific Pendulum
shipping line , in calling order from Port I to Port IX and the Port V on the midline.
The cargoes loaded in Port I, II, III, IV could be discharged at both from Port II to
Port V and from Port VI to Port IX, but may lead to too long shipping period, such as
the cargoes are loaded in port I and discharged in Port IX. However , it is still
feasible in many load/discharge plans such as the cargoes loaded in Port I are
feasibly discharged at the ports from II to VI, or the cargoes loaded in Port II are
feasibly discharged at the ports from III to VII. However , the more ports covering
may increase the difficulties in stowage, but under the depressed market, the situation
of far less cargoes in respective port eases the difficulties.”

5.4

Summary

In summary, as the global financial crisis struck the container shipping market, short
of shipping demand leads to the large surplus of container shipping capacity, thus a
lot of container vessels have to been laid up. According the scale economy theory of
container shipping, the unit capacity shipping cost drops along with the upsizing of
container vessels, thus liners try to replace the small vessels served on the lines by
larger vessels, with the intention to lower the shipping cost as possible. However, the
single liner is not able to upsize the vessels at keeping the level of both service
quality and fleet capacity. At the moment, VSA strategy is coming in sight.
Multi-liners reach vessel share agreements, and jointly operate the shipping lines,
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what enable liners to solve the contradiction and upsize the vessels to lower the
shipping cost as possible. Obviously , VSA strategy will be one of strongest
measures for container liners to resist against the severe market situation in
anticipated long period.
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CHAPTER 6

CO CLUSIO

As the global financial crisis triggered by U.S. subprime mortgage crisis have spread
out of financial domain into the global real economic entities, the signals of recession
are transmitted from most of industries in the world. Shipping industry, as the
“barometer” of the international trade, is inevitably struck by the financial storm.
Liners in the Container shipping market , which is one of the most important parts of
shipping industry, have to face the urgent issue of adopting effective strategies to
resist against the depressed market situation.

As it is anticipated that the container shipping demand continues in depression for a
quite a long period, liners have to try the best to consume the vessels in large surplus,
and lower the total shipping cost as possible. Liners have adopted the strategies of
deceleration, cancelling the time charter in party and time chartering out the surplus
container ships as possible. However, as these strategies have slight effect,

liners

have to lay up a large part of vessels to meet the situation. However, as different
adjusting method in laying up vessels lead to different level of total shipping cost.
Liners try to replace the small vessels by larger ones on the line with the intention to
realize the scale economy of container shipping and lower the total shipping cost as
possible. Under the paper’s discussions, single liner is not able to achieve the
objective on their own. Then the VSA strategy comes into sight. Multi-liners reach
agreements on sharing vessels, and jointly adjust and operate the shipping lines,
what make the liners possible in upsizing the vessels at keeping the level of both the
service quality in shipping intervals and total fleets capacity , or even less capacity
launched as higher slot utilization planned on the lines. Obviously the strategy of
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VSA could help liners economize the total shipping cost as possible, and prompt the
recovering of the container shipping market.

But the allying of the liners may lead to the huge size of alliances, for example, the
total shipping capacity of the liner magnates of Maersk ,CMA-CGM and MSC
reaches highly to over 4 mil TEU, occupied 41% of the total capacity of 20 top liners.
It can be imagined that if the three magnates continue in reaching further deep
agreements in VSA strategy , what will possibly result in the monopoly in container
shipping market.

Howsoever, in the author’s point of view, the unity of liners will come to be the main
trend in strategies of liners against financial crisis. If the container shipping market
continues in depression for a quite long period as expected, the most survivors will
possibly be the strong enterprises, which own large vessels and be good at the
application of VSA strategy. Under the natural law of “the survival of fittest”,
survivors in the severe winter will become more sagacious and powerful.
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